LGD gives juniors a home on the range

INDIANAPOLIS — Lohmann Golf Designs (LGD) has devised an innovative solution to one of golf's long-standing dilemmas: How does a course or club foster junior play without turning young, inexperienced players loose on the course, where they will almost certainly irk adult golfers with slow play?

By routing and constructing a four-hole junior course within the practice range itself, LGD has settled the issue here at Highland Country Club. Now under construction, this breakthrough practice-facility concept will debut in May.

"This idea makes so much sense, it's hard to believe the Highland facility will be the first of its kind," said architect Bob Lohmann, founder and principal of Marengo, Ill.-based LGD. "The club can choose when to close the range and turn the kids loose. When they're ready to tackle the big course, so much the better. But this junior routing gives kids a place to themselves, a place to learn the game without inconveniencing adult players."

The junior course at Highland CC is part of a larger range renovation project. Highland's old practice tee was a measly 20,000 square feet. The new one will be moved back and expanded to 61,000 square feet. Working with its sister construction firm, Golf Creations, LGD has also sunken the landing area some 10 feet, instituted target greens/bunkers, and added another 15 feet of netting.

"Come next spring, you'll be able to hit driver on the range — but the junior routing is what makes this project exciting," said Lohmann. "We've designed the target greens to accept shots from the six small tee pads we built within the range itself. We figure the various combinations allow kids to play nine different holes."

"When I was a kid, I wasn't allowed to play the big course at Hartford [Wis.] Country Club — not until I learned how to handle myself properly," he added. "We've designed the target greens to accept shots from the six small tee pads we built within the range itself. We figure the various combinations allow kids to play nine different holes."

Of course, land is too expensive nowadays to justify "practice fields." That, Lohmann said, is the beauty of the junior routing at Highland. LGD has given junior players a course of their own and doubled the usage of 7 acres that might otherwise have been traversed by no one but the range picker.

As an outgoing president of the American Society of Golf Course Architects, Lohmann recently donated his $5,000 President's Grant to The Golf Foundation of Wisconsin, The Foundation, Wadsworth Construction of Plainfield, Ill., and Lohmann have earmarked this funding for the Kids On Course program, which provides free golf instruction, equipment and transportation for Milwaukee youths, as well as separate instructional programs for Special Olympians. Kids On Course operates out of the Noyes Park practice facility in Milwaukee, where LGD is creating a chipping/putting area and a two-hole junior course.

First Hook A Kid on Golf finished

VALPARAISO, Ind. — Construction is complete on the nation's first-ever Hook A Kid On Golf model facility here, the Creekside Training Academy and Golf Course. It is hoped to be the first of many similar facilities to be built by municipalities across the nation. Introduced by Senior PGA Tour player Bob Murphy on July 14, 1998, at the groundbreaking ceremony here, the facility was built by Don Childs Associates.

Creekside has been selected and endorsed as a site by First Tee, which has supported the city of Valparaiso with limited funding, equipment, and resources that will be key to growing it's already active junior golf programs.